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opening exhibition in late 2017, promoting 
new ways of thinking about housing and living 
environments.  

Studio leaderS
Katherine Sundermann - MGS architects
andy Fergus - City of Melbourne

Core CollaboratorS
alan Pert - Melbourne School of design
anastasia Chranioti - deltametropolis association
Paul Gerretsen - deltametropolis association
daan Zandbelt - de Zwarte Hond
birgit Hausleitner - tu delft

this international studio exposes students to the 
‘dutch approach’ to architecture and urbanism. 
based in rotterdam, but visiting amsterdam, delft 
and dordrecht, the studio responds to a brief 
from rotterdam-based think-tank deltametropolis 
association. they want to explore alternative 
scenarios for underutilised sites within the urban 
boundaries of dordrecht and rotterdam. these 
projects are intended to introduce more diverse 
places to live and work than what is currently 
available in these cities.

Based in the Netherlands for the first two weeks 
of September, students will participate in studio 
visits, workshops and field trips to exemplary 
projects by bike, rain and water bus. as this 
studio is open to both Master of architecture and 
Master of urban design students, participants 
may choose to place more emphasis on the 
city regional and precinct level strategies, or 
the design of individual dwellings or building 
typologies.

the studio is integrated within deltametrapool’s 
broader research agenda to promote the global 
competitiveness of the South Holland delta 
Metropolis, through the agglomeration power 
of a well connected network of compact cities. 
Further, the studio outcomes are intended to 
contribute to the MSd Melbourne Housing expo 
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deltametropolis association are particularly 
interested in exploring the role that high quality 
regional landscapes can play in underpinning a 
diverse array of high quality living environments. 
the compact nature of cities in South Holland 
ensures that nature is never far away, whilst 
the major rivers and watercourses through the 
region offer high amenity as well as a convenient 
transport option. the notion of a 15 minute bike 
ride to work through open fields, or a ferry on the 
Maas offers great opportuntiy for competitiveness 
of the region in attracting talent. 

building on this research, students will catalogue 
case study examples from Melbourne and the 
Netherlands and design architectural propositions 
for living environments on atlas Zuidelijke 
randstand sites. the aim is to draw on the 
opportunistic culture of Melbourne’s urbanism in 
order to investigate possibilities for infill sites that 
are overlooked by risk averse developers. 

it is intended that this collaboration can explore 
a new paradigm of infill development that brings 
together Melbourne’s dynamic design and 
development culture with a real world research 
project exploring the possibilities of an intensified 
randstad agglomeration.

the studio is integrated with a broader research 
project led by the deltametropolis association, a 
dutch urban think tank. 

the deltametropolis association was founded 
on the concept that the randstad should be 
considered as one dispersed but well connected 
metropolis. the underlying ambition is to 
investigate how this ‘delta metropolis’ can better 
compete with economically dominant monocentric 
european capitals, while also improving the living 
conditions of inhabitants.

as 25% of new housing is in South Holland 
is now built on the periphery of the city, the 
deltametropolis association has a central aim to 
encourage new housing opportunities inside the 
existing city boundaries. they have a strategic 
imperative to define and promote  ‘metropolitan 
living environments’ that provide the necessary 
diversity, intensity and spontaneity of a dynamic 
metropolis, in contrast to the homogeneity that 
can characterize these new urban areas.
in order to investigate these ideas further, 
deltametropolis association have strategically 
selected and documented 3000 unconventional 
sites within the existing urban fabric (collected in 
atlas Zuidelijke randstand) in order to promote 
their redevelopment.

ThE RighT PRogRAm 
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work) acting as an introduction to the Netherlands, 
the project sites and project brief, compiled into 
a studio publication. in class workshops will 
supplement these exercises.

exercises include:
• exercise 1 - introducing your personal agenda 

and 100 word written statement. 
• exercise 2 – reviewing literature related to 

studio themes.
• exercise 3 – Comparing Melbourne and South 

Holland through the analysis of four sites in 
each metropolis.

• exercise 4 - Fitzroy Neighbourhood Visit and 
sketch studies of the city at eye level.

• exercise 5 - revised agenda and thesis 
statement. 

• exercise 6 - Study of  exemplar housing 
typologies from both Melbourne and the 
Netherlands.

• Studio publication - bringing all the research 
completed together into a compact, well 
designed publication.

traVel WeeKS
(Weeks 6-7)
an intensive two weeks of project visits, studio visits, 
workshops, and presentations. a mid-semester 
presentation will be held towards the end of the two 
weeks, with students presenting their first thoughts 
on their site specific concepts for high quality living 
environments.

FiNal ProJeCt deVeloPMeNt
(Weeks 8-12)
Focused group and one on one sessions leading up 
to the intercrit and final presentations. On return from 
the Netherlands, students will prepare a detailed 
schedule for work in the final weeks. No workshops 
or exercises are scheduled to allow for maximum 
time in class to develop compelling final projects. An 
exhibition will follow the end of semester.

aSSeSSMeNt
assessment is as follows:
• exercises 1-6, Weeks 1-5 (10%)
• Mid-semester presentation, Week 7 (10%)
• interim crit, Week 9 (10%)
• Final design presentation, Week 14 (10%)
• and folio (60%)

Studio brieF

the studio has been designed to respond to the 
brief from deltametropolis association to explore 
alternative development scenarios for underutilised 
sites within the urban boundaries of dordrecht 
and rotterdam (two sites in each city). these 
developments are intended to demonstrate how a 
diversity of living environments could be achieved, to 
complement the existing housing offer within these 
cities.  

the overarching themes for the studio are as follows:
• explore quality of living environments 

comparatively between South Holland and 
Melbourne using a range of livability indicators 
(what can we learn from Melbourne?)

• Speculate on potential development of identified 
underutilised urban sites (surplus commercial 
etc) in order to attract knowledge workers to 
the region with diverse and high quality living 
environments.

• explore the ‘dutch approach’ to design, 
encompassing the role of water, history of urban 
development practices, and good and not so 
good examples from the late 20th, early 21st 
century.

• Explore a flexible approach to framework plans 
for ‘slow growth’ as well as some of the lessons 
of self-build or community led development in 
the post-GFC period.

• explore alternate approaches to housing 
at a neighbourhood scale, and supporting 
community infrastructure 

the eventual projects will comprise design proposals 
at a range of scales (Metropolitan, Neighbourhood, 
building and experiential) which navigate between 
the brief of deltametropolis association, the above 
themes, and individual agendas and briefs to be 
developed in Weeks 1-5. 

outCoMeS

the studio is split into three main components as 
follows:

baCKGrouNd reSearCH
(Weeks 1-5)
a series of exercises (both group work and individual 

STudio bRiEF And ouTComES



Week 1 - Monday, July 24

Present exercise 1 (Personal agenda)
Set exercise 2 (Mixed media deep dive)
Set book coordination

Personal agenda

Opportunistic Urbanism
Weeks 1-5

Week 1 - Thursday, July 28

KS present personal agenda
aF present personal agenda
discuss studio outline and agenda
discuss and allocate roles for book co-ordination 

Studio agenda

Week 2 - Monday, July 31

Skype lecture with anastazia & Merton from deltametropolis 
association 
Present exercise 2 (Mixed media deep dive)
Set exercise 3 (Metropolian Comparison & Four Sites)
Set book template, format and roles to guide exercise 3

literature review

Week 2 - Thursday, August 3

Week 2 - Saturday, August 5

urban life Support Workshop, david Morrison (City of Melbourne)
establish principles for a high quality living environment
Present exercise 2 (Mixed media deep dive) 

Fitzroy & Collingwood bicycle tour 
Set exercise 4 - sketch studies of the city at eye level

Week 3 - Monday, August 7

Present exercise 3 Metropolitan Comparison & Four Sites 
Set exercise 5 Neighbourhood 
Collate exercise 3 for inclusion in book

Comparing living 
environments

Field trip

Workshop / 
literature review



Week 3 - Thursday, August 10

Polder City to Co-existence Workshop, Simon Van Wijnen (City 
of Melbourne). understanding the dutch approach to water 
management. 
Present exercise 4, sketch studies of city at eye level
Collage exercise 4 for inclusion in book

Workshop

Week 4 - Monday, August 14

Present exercise 5 - Neighbourhood
Collate exercise 5 for inclusion in book
Workshop exercise 6 - Written thesis Statement in groups
Set exercise 7 - exemplar typologies Comparison

Personal agenda/
research Question 

Week 4 - Thursday, August 17

Submit exercise 6 - Written thesis Statement 
Present exercise 7 - exemplar typologies Comparison 
Collate exercise 5, 6 and 7 for inclusion in book
review draft book and outstanding tasks

Studio agenda

Week 5 - Monday, August 21

Week 1-5 review / discussion of key themes, student topics and 
lessons so far
Print book
Students outline plan for site and thematic research pre Monday 28

literature review

Week 5 - Thursday, August 24

No class Flights to the Netherlands 



Monday, August 28 - Amsterdam

9.00   Meet at amsterdam Centraal station with bikes
9.15-13:00  bike tour amsterdam West-South
13:00-14:00  lunch at Sarpharti Park, de Pijp
14:00-17:00  bike tour amsterdam east-North
17:00- 18:00  de Ceuvel tour with Space&Matter
18:00-   Free time

Tuesday, August 29 - Amsterdam / Rotterdam

8.30   Check baggage into locker at train station
9.00   Meet at oude Kirk, de Wallen amsterdam 
9.15-13:00  Failed architecture workshop
13:00-14:00  lunch in de Wallen
14:00-15:00  train to rotterdam
15:00-19:00  Check into accommodation in rotterdam/free time
19:00   Group dinner in rotterdam

Wednesday, August 30 - Rotterdam / Dordrecht
9.00-10:00 Meet at Deltametropol offices, discuss sites
10:00-10:30  Walk to erasmus bridge
10:30-11:00 Ferry to dordrecht
11:00-13:00  Walk around city centre and lunch
13:00-18:00  Visit 2x sites in dordrecht
18:00-   Group dinner in dordrecht / free time

Thursday, August 31 - Rotterdam
9.00   Meet at City of rotterdam with bikes
9.00-10:00  talk at City of rotterdam
11:00-13:00  tour of rotterdam by bike and lunch
13:00-17:00  Visit 2x sites in rotterdam
17:00-18:00 West 8 Office visit
18:00-   Free time

Friday, September 1 - Delft
9.00   Meet at rotterdam Centraal station
9.00-9:45  travel to tu delft
10:00-12:00 tu delft Workshop #1
12:00-13:00  lunch at tu delft 
13:00-15:00  tu delft Workshop #2
15:00-17:00 Free time in delft
17:00-18:00 Visit to Spoorzone and Birgit and Alexʼs house
18:00  dinner in delft

Saturday, September 2 - Rotterdam or Dordrecht 
10:00-11:00 Studio briefing (at cafe in Rotterdam)
11:00-17:00 Site visit/analysis in groups of four
17:00-  Free time

Sunday, September 3 - Anywhere

Free time

Site analysis day

tu delft workshops

rotterdam site visit

dordrecht site visit

Failed architecture 
workshop

exemplary architecture 
bike tour

Opportunistic Urbanism
travel weeks schedule (Weeks 6-7)



Monday, September 4 - Rotterdam

9.45   Meet at Wijkpaleis, rotterdam
10:00-12:00  Community-led development workshop
12:00-13:00 lunch in Middeland 
13:00-15:00 Project Visit with Vincent taapken / Marieke Hillen 
15:00-18:00 Group project work 
18:00-  Free time

Tuesday, September 5 - Rotterdam

10:00   Meet at Deltametrapool Office 
10:00-12:00 Present group site analysis 
12:00-13:00 lunch in Central rotterdam
13:00-17:00 bookable 1 on 1 design development sessions
17:00-18:30 ZUS Office visit at Schieblock
18:30-   Free time

Wednesday, September 6 - Rotterdam 
09:00-14:00 individual design development
14:00-17:00  individual draft presentations 
17:00-   Free time

Thursday, September 7 - Rotterdam
09:00-14:00 individual design development
14:00-17:00  bookable 1 on 1 design development sessions
17:00-19:00 Mid-semester presentations with alan Pert and   
  Netherlands Guests

Friday, September 8 - Haarlemmermeer
8:00-8:45 travel to Park 21, Haarlemmermeer
9:00-18:00 landscape triannale
18:00-20:00 evening program

landscape triannale

Mid-semester presentation

Studio Working day

Studio Working day

Community-led 
development Workshop



Week 8 - Monday / Thursday September 11-14

review video / audio of mid-semester presentation
Prepare written summary of mid-semester feedback
Self critique of presentation technique
Prepare revised thesis statement
Prepare detailed progress plan for weeks 8-12

Flexible travel Week/
early mid-semester 
break

Opportunistic Urbanism
Weeks 8-12

Week 9 - Monday, September 18

one on one sessions to discuss Week 8 work
agree with Studio leaders on detailed progress plan and key mile-
stones
discuss presentation approaches and methods
identify gaps in project research or concept

design development

Week 9 - Thursday, September 21

one on one design session with roaming guests to assist with urban 
design and landscape architectural scale feedback

design development 

Week 9 (extra week) - Monday, September 25

Guest critique and one on one sessions with students from 2016 
opportunitic urbanism Studio, with drinks and dinner 
Prepare draft presentation story board or format for Week 11 with all 
required images / drawings identified. 

design development

Week 9 (extra week) - Thursday, September 28

Interim Presentation Session with guests with clear outline of final 
presentation and placeholder or trace used for pending imagery
Confirm direction from Inter Crit for final weeks

interim Presentations

Week 10 - Monday, October 2

one on one design session with roaming guests to assist with 
architectural scale feedback.  

design development



Week 10 - Thursday, October 5

one on one review sessions design development

Week 11 - Monday, October 9 

Week 11 - Thursday, October 12

Week 12 - Monday, October 16

Week 12 - Thursday, October 19

Weeks 12-14

Discuss final design thesis and make final minor modifications

design thesis Submission Friday october 20
Studio C, d, e Submission Monday october 30
Final reviews 30 october-3 November tbC

one on one design session with roaming guests to assist with 
architectural scale feedback.  

one on one review sessions 

one on one book and panel submission discussion
Present progress panels

design development

design development

design development

Final Class

Submissions
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